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GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY, STRATIGRAPHY COMMISSION 

 

Minutes of the meeting of the Geological Society Stratigraphy Commission,  

30
th

 October 2013, at Burlington House, London, in the Council Room. 

 

Present  Apologies 

Prof. A Gale (Chairman) [AG] Dr T Barry [TB] 

Dr C Waters (Secretary) [CW] Dr P Bown [PBo] 

Dr A Coe [AC] Dr D Condon [DC] 

Prof J Cope [JC] Dr J Gregory [JG] 

Prof. P Gibbard [PG] Prof. S Hesselbo [SH] 

Dr M Hounslow [MH] Dr M Oates [MO] 

Dr D Kemp [DK] Prof. P Pearson [PP] 

Dr A Kerr [AK] Dr J Powell [JP] 

Dr J Marshall [JM] Dr M Simmons [MS] 

Dr K McNamara [KM] Dr C Storey [CS] 

Prof. P Rawson [PR] Prof. M Williams [MW] 

Dr A Smith [AS] Dr J Zalasiewicz [JZ] 

  

Guests  

Felix Gradstein  

Mike Charnock  

  

 

Item 1 Apologies 

 

Item 2 Minutes of the previous meeting held on 23rd May 2013 

The minutes were accepted without modification. 

  

Item 3 Matters Arising 

1) All to look at the Commission website and suggest additions, especially related to the 

section on British GSSPs. Action ongoing. AC suggested that some notes on the history 

of the Commission, being compiled as part of Item 4 should be added to the website. 

 

2) CW to invite David Loydell to the May Commission meeting. Action ongoing. CW 

proposed to have ordinary meeting for February 2014 and to have a thematic meeting for 

May 2014 in which David Loydell will be invited. 

 

3) AG and CW to compile a letter to express our gratitude for Robert’s work on the 

Commission, to be sent to his wife and family. Action closed.  

 

4) All to consider taking on role as Commission’s Publications Editor. Action ongoing. 

No volunteers to date. 

 

5) CW to contact Stephen Hesselbo to see if he wished to return to sit on the Commission. 

Action closed. Steve Hesselbo has agreed to rejoin the Commission. 
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6) All to consider potential sponsors for the Tertiary Special Report. Action closed. 

Sponsorship of the Tertiary Special Report: £5k secured from Shell.  

 

7) AG, AC and CW to compile initial document for circulation and comment in time for 

next Science Committee meeting in early June. Action closed. AC compiled a terms of 

reference document for the Stratigraphy Commission and a supplementary document 

listing (i) the publications arising out of the work of the commission, these vary from 

articles for the press to popular science pieces to detailed stratigraphic publications such 

as the Geol Soc Special Reports; and (ii) a list of members of the commission that are 

also closely involved with the work of the International Commission on Stratigraphy 

(part of the International Union of Geosciences)  and thus form an important between The 

Geological Society and the international sratigraphical body. This was submitted to Al 

Fraser on 11
th

 June. 

 

Item 4 Science strategy brief for the Geological Society 
AG was unable to attend the Science and External Relations Committee (SERC) meeting 

on 16
th

 October and it was not possible to find a replacement in time for the meeting. AC 

informed that SERC require production of a science strategy for the special groups which 

they had requested for the October meeting. The Commission was one of several unable 

to compile this strategy in time. Issues raised were that: the Chair has voting rights on 

IUGS; we actively publish as a group, coordinate production of the Special Reports; we 

have international collaborations; we contribute to the stratigraphical code; we organise 

conferences; interaction with special groups (e.g. Petroleum Group); we do not do 

outreach to schools, but should this be considered; should we include an “interplanetary” 

representative on the Commission. 

 

Action: AG, AC and CW to compile a Science Strategy for comment and AG to discuss 

with Al Fraser (SERC Chair). 

 

Item 5 Robert Knox memorial 

The Yorkshire Geological Society is planning to hold a Robert Knox Memorial Meeting 

planned for Saturday 29th March 2014. The day meeting will be held at the BGS HQ in 

Keyworth, where Robert worked until his retirement 10 years ago and where he 

continued to carry out his studies as Honorary Reasearch Associate until his untimely 

death in March this year. CW put the proposal to consideration of the Science and 

External Relations Committee and they have agreed for the Commission to be 

cosponsors. The venue hire at Keyworth will be provided free of charge by BGS. The 

YGS will hold the meeting as part of its programme of meetings and will provide the 

organisation of the meeting and arrange refreshments. The YGS meetings are open to all, 

not just to YGS members, so Geological Society members will be able to attend freely. 

CW has been approached concerning the possibility of seeking a small amount of funding 

to cover attendance of an international speaker or catering costs. There was also 

notification that it was intended to publish the presentations in a special thematic set in 

the Proceedings of the YGS and as cosponsors the Commission has been asked to 

confirm we are happy for this to go ahead. 

 

Action: CW to contact SERC to seek small financial contribution to meeting and to 

confirm that production of a special thematic set of papers would be acceptable. 
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Item 6 Publications 

6.1 Tertiary 

The draft manuscript has been reviewed at various stages by Robert Knox and JG and has 

already gone through some edits. A complete review was underway by Robert, but with 

his death was not completed. AG has reviewed the whole manuscript as it stands. We 

have sufficient sponsorship to publish it in full. AG has been in touch with Chris King 

during the review process to ask for revisions/amendments etc. With the demise of the 

BGS Stratigraphy Committee there is no scope for a BGS review process as well. 

However, Don Aldiss had sight of a number of chapters whilst preparing his technical 

report for the Palaeogene of the London Basin and he has provided comment on Chris’s 

study in that report, in particular noting differences in the approaches taken by BGS 

http://www.bgs.ac.uk/downloads/browse.cfm?sec=1&cat=2 . 

 

Felix Gradstein stated he could offer some money to create a datapack using TimeScale 

Creator for the Tertiary volume. He could discuss this with Jim Ogg. 

 

CW questioned as to whether the Society would publish the enhanced volume at a 

standard price, given the sponsorship we have organised is designed to cover the extra 

costs. JC suggested that GSPH could arrange a pre-publication price at a reduced rate. AS 

asked if he should continue to pursue his contacts for further sponsorship. It was 

suggested such sponsorship could be dedicated to production of an updated version of 

“Stratigraphical Procedure”. Felix Gradstein was highly complimentary about the 

Rawson et al. publication and AG suggested Felix could provide comments on how it 

could be updated.  

 

Action: AG and JG will discuss the final organisation of the Special Report with 

Angharad Hills. 

 

Item 7 GSSC Publications 

7.1 GSSPs 

AS reported that the paper ‘GSSPs, global stratigraphy and correlation’ had been 

accepted for inclusion in ‘Strata and Time: Probing the gaps in our understanding’. AS 

mentioned that editorial work on the manuscript is taking longer than expected, but is 

nearing the end.  David Smith has been an excellent editor and made over 

150 comments, together with suggesting a major reorganization that he feels has 

significantly improved the paper.  AS has incorporated most of them into the revised 

manuscript and I will circulate once completed. David Smith reports that 5 of the 

manuscripts have been approved and our paper may be the 6
th

, which will trigger online 

publication. 

 

7.2 Anthropocene 

CW reported on progress of the Special Publication. The volume will comprise 17 

papers. 9 are now available as first proofs and will be released online first, potentially 

before Christmas. All but the overview paper have been reviewed and approved for 

publication conditional upon amendments. 

 

http://www.bgs.ac.uk/downloads/browse.cfm?sec=1&cat=2
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Item 8 Thematic Meeting 

The main item of the meeting was the presentation by Felix Gradstein on two topics: 

“Frontiers and pitfalls in deep time scales” and “Stratlex and GTS Atlantic Stratigraphic 

Lexicon, Norwegian Stratigraphic Lexicon (www.nhm.uio.no/Stratlex)”. Mike Charnock 

(Lundin) was also in attendance. 

 

8.1 GTS 

The following problems with GTS were identified by the speaker: major updates and 

documentation occur every 8 years or so; there are 13 stages >10 Myr duration which 

perhaps could do with subdivision; no documentation for Lower, Middle, Upper; 

Carnian-Norian-Rhaetian have poor dating and 18 Myr long Norian has no radiometric 

ages; formalising the Tertiary; biochronostratigraphy and fossil diachronism; definition 

of GSSP boundaries; possible definition of unit stratotypes; importance of scaling stages 

using cycles; direct dating of boundaries .v. interpolation; GTS uncertainties.  

 

63 of the ~100 Phanerozoic stages are defined in GTS2012; chemostratigraphy is 

improving resolution, e.g. base Maastrichtian; base Cambrian, Carboniferous, Permian, 

Triassic, Jurassic, Cenomanian, Paleocene and Eocene have precise dates; the age of the 

base of 14 stages has changed by >4 Ma compared to GTS2004. Plans to revise base of 

Cambrian to conform with incoming of trilobites, all provincial stratotypes have been 

abolished and there is no way of scaling available radiometric dates to base Cambrian. 

The oldest application of cycles to constrain the age of a boundary is between Sandian 

and Katian. The 405k cyclicity is well displayed in the Upper Carboniferous, but the 

definition of the base needs revision. Triassic base dated as 252.17±0.06 Ma, but 

important to realise this is a machine uncertainty and not the real uncertainty for the base. 

The GTS2012 published two options for a long Carnian or long Rhaetian. In the 

Palaeogene orbital tuning derived ages developed for the chron boundaries 66-51 and 34-

23 Ma.  

 

Future perspectives include greater tuning of Palaeozoic and Mesozoic to 405 ka 

cyclicity, greater use of Corg stratigraphy, more Pb and Ar dates, 35 GSSPs to be defined, 

marine and terrestrial correlation and improved relative scaling of stages. 

 

Issues raised from the presentation included: 

MH thought there was a need for more substages in the Triassic. 

AG thought it was important to retain the stages we have as there is a need for stability. 

PR raised debate for Aptian- is it subdivided L, M, U or L, U? 

Base Eocene is only GSSP based upon chemostrat; base Holocene based upon 

chronostrat. 

AS mentioned that much data acquired by industry is not available to academics, 

especially as industry tends not to publish. Need for issues such as storage of important 

borehole core. In some circumstances. 

 

8.2 Norwegian/UK sector stratigraphy of the North Sea  

Felix Gradstein is interested in working up a formal booklet with BGS for the Cretaceous 

of the Norwegian/UK sectors. He mentioned that there was a problem of a series of 

unnamed oil-bearing sandstones in the Norwegian sector with debate of their hierarchy. 

Chalk Group subdivision formations are not published, but definitions are present in 

http://www.nhm.uio.no/Stratlex)
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reports. Units such as the Ekofisk, Tor, Magne, Thud, Narve, Blodocks, Hidra are based 

upon seismic packages and association of unconformities. No correlation is made with 

the UK sector, for which the UKOAA volume from 1992 is the latest publication. Mike 

Charnock suggested it would be good to have seismic regional transects across 

international boundaries. 

 

PR suggested we should be using onshore terminology in the offshore 

 

Item 9. Any other business 

9.1 JC raised the issue of a contribution for the North Sea for the Jurassic Special Report. 

He has been unable to contact John Underhill and asked CW to contact Graham Lott (SW 

Approaches) and Jim Riding (North Sea) to help contribute. Richard Davies at Durham 

was also suggested. 

 

Item 11 Date of next meeting 

Wednesday 26
th

 February 2014 in the Council Room;  

Wednesday 14
th

 May 2014 in the Council Room. 
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----- Summary of actions ----- 

 

Action (ongoing): All to look at the Commission website and suggest additions, 

especially related to the section on British GSSPs. 

 

Action (ongoing): CW to invite David Loydell to the May 2014 Commission meeting. 

 

Action (ongoing): All to consider taking on role as Commission’s Publications Editor. 

 

Action: AG, AC and CW to compile a Science Strategy for comment and AG to discuss 

with Al Fraser (SERC Chair). 

 

Action: CW to contact SERC to seek small financial contribution to meeting and to 

confirm that production of a special thematic set of papers would be acceptable. 

 

Action: AG and JG will discuss the final organisation of the Special Report with 

Angharad Hills. 

 


